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About Internet Inventions
Internet Inventions is one of the new breed of companies that is able to create and develop Internet products 
and services rapidly.  Internet Inventions also acts in the role of a start-up incubator and venture investment 
firm.  Internet Inventions' mission is to create and develop successful new Internet technologies and related 
                             businesses that lead to acquisition or initial public offering during the opening moments of 
                                   each market window.
 
                                      Funds continue to become available, however it takes more than money to 
                                     successfully launch new technology based start-ups.  The amount of money raised in 
                                   an average round of funding is now over $11 million according to the Money Tree. 
                                 Internet Inventions helps to develop young companies by providing talent, ideas and
                              money to turn them into successful ventures. 

                          Internet Inventions is located in the heart of Silicon Valley and was founded in mid-1999, by a 
                          previously successful team of seasoned Internet entrepreneurs.  Internet Inventions, a 
                          privately held company, has already helped launch several businesses with many more in the 
                          formative stages.

                           Longtime Silicon Valley entrepreneur and technology visionary, Bob Evans, along with 
                        co-founders Rod Beckwith, Les Laky, Bob Marzewski and Jim Newman, have an established 
                                    record of founding successful companies, including MediaCity, which is now 
                                  ISPChannel, the U.S.'s third largest cable broadband system 
                            integrator, or being part of the founding team for successful 
companies, including Netscape, the catalyst for the Internet explosion.

• Bob Evans started as a software engineer, has over 20 
years of start-up experience, founded several 
technology companies and is experienced 
with start-up hurdles and deal and 
partnership structuring. 
• Rod Beckwith was a member of 
the founding team at Netscape 
and was founder of Internet 
Systems, Inc. which Frontier 
bought for $180M. 
•  Les Laky is a telcom and Nortel 
veteran, a pioneer in cable modem 
technology and a frequent participant 
at the Silicon Valley World Internet 
Center.  
• Bob Marzewski, started his Silicon 
Valley career with the Internet Shopping 
Network and is the creator of hundreds of 
professional web sites, including one of the 
first newspapers, www.nevadanet.com, and 
one of the first African countries, 
www.malawi.com.  
• Jim Newman ran a national manufacturers rep firm, called The Firm,
which introduced new technology to computer super stores, mass 
merchants and wholesale clubs, and as VP Sales, launched 
unbundled phone services for Z-Tel, a national CLEC.

The five founders have enjoyed working together for many years.  
Internet Inventions was established as a method to incubate, grow and 
develop new businesses with the goal of an exit strategy in focus, keeping 
the team intact to enjoy a variety of technical opportunities.
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